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N/a. Scottish. N/a. N/a.

IF ANY OF THE ABOVE AFFECTED EITHER THE ARTIST’S LIFE EXPERIENCE OR WORK BECAUSE IT/THEY  

PROVIDED A CHALLENGE AT THE TIME, PLEASE EXPLAIN. 

Women’s suffrage was a new phenomenon that was occurring at this time. In many places women did not have as many 

opportunities to create art and in Glasgow it was different. Macdonald had opportunities that many women did not, so she wanted to 

really showcase equality between men and women within her art.

DID THIS DESIGNER DO NOTABLE WORK IN FIELDS OTHER THAN WHAT WOULD TODAY BE CONSIDERED GRAPHIC DESIGN? EXPLAIN.

Margaret was mainly a painter and did more gesso panel paintings than any other works in other mediums; however, she created 

several works with embroidery, metalwork, textiles and glass.

FOR WHAT IS THIS DESIGNER MOST NOTED?  EXPLAIN.

Being a part of the Glasgow Four from the Glasgow School of Art. They heavily influenced Art Nouveau.

IS THERE ANYTHING CONTROVERSIAL ABOUT THIS DESIGNER? EXPLAIN. 

Women were able to flourish and pursue careers in art through the Glasgow School of Art. They were known as the Glasgow Girls. 

This period was progressive, especially in the time of women’s suffrage, because women were trying to break the stereotypes of 

society. Macdonald pushed those boundaries with her art showcasing powerful female figures.

EXPLAIN THIS DESIGNER’S EDUCATION/TRAINING, INCLUDING ACADEMIC, APPRENTICESHIPS, AND /OR MENTORSHIPS.

When her family moved back to Glasgow in 1890, she and her sister Frances enrolled in the Glasgow School of Art. She worked 

with paint, embroidery, textiles and metalwork. She and her sister also attended the Orme’s Girls School which was an institute that 

pioneered female education.

DID THIS DESIGNER PROMOTE A SPECIFIC IDEOLOGY IN HIS/HER WORK? EXPLAIN. 

She promoted equality between men and women through her work. In an article by Claire Jones, it reads, “They managed to 

combine feminine and masculine characteristics into one figure in their works, effectively establishing an androgynous figure. In 

the process they managed to establish an equality, if not superiority, of women and men” (Jones 2011). Also, Margaret liked to 
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showcase powerful female figures.

WHY IS THIS DESIGNER VIEWED AS ICONIC IN THE HISTORY OF GRAPHIC DESIGN? 

Macdonald, was a part of the Glasgow Four from the Glasgow School of Art. The school was also called the “Spook School” 

because of their ghoulish art. The Four were responsible for the specific Glasgow style of Art during the Art Nouveau period. Their 

art was a fusion of different influences such as Japonisme, Arts and Crafts Movement, and the Celtic Revival.

IS THERE ANY OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION TO KNOW ABOUT THIS DESIGNER?

She didn’t use sketchbooks and relied solely on imagination and not nature. Her work, being influenced by Aubrey Beardsley 

and his thin ink deawings were not realistic to the human figures. Macdonald married one of the other Glasgow Four Charles 

Mackintosh in 1900, and her sister Frances married their other Glasgow Four member James McaNair.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

JESSICA GATES:

STATE YOUR EDUCATED OPINION OF THIS PERSON AND THE QUALITY/IMPORTANCE OF HIS/HER WORK. EXPLAIN WHAT INFLUENCE – OR LACK OF 

INFLUENCE – THIS WORK HAS HAD ON YOUR OWN.

Margaret Macdonald was an art student at the Glasgow School of Art in Scotland in 1890 and was publicly known as a part of the 

Glasgow Four. She is known for being a painter and a glass artist. The Glasgow Four, were four individual artists that attended the 

Glasgow School of Art and as a unit, they created a large quantity of work that truly influenced and defined the Glasgow Style. The 

Glasgow style was a combination of different influences from Celtic style, the Arts and Crafts Movement and Japonisme. Her art 

and creations through the Glasgow Four helped to leave a lasting impact on the art world during the Art Nouveau era. Her sister 

Frances was also an artist and a part of the Glasgow Four, and they created art together. 

Macdonald’s art is seen as different depictions of women that were filled with symbolism. She also liked to make art that challenged 

the societal norm of women and that highlighted large, powerful and prominent female figures. “Solitary depictions of the female 

figure are mostly seen in her early posters from the Glasgow School. Yet some examples feature a particular type of woman whose 

elongated body and expressive features combine with a heavily symbolic content”(Jones 2011). She was truly an experimental artist 

who worked with many different types of materials, such as glass, metal, ivory, and embroidery. 

Macdonald’s art doesn’t influence my work because I am not an artist in the traditional sense. I like to craft and paint on the side, 

but I mainly work with typography and layouts more than creating a subject out of materials to put on display for others to see. I do 

like to crochet and knit and am learning how to cross-stitch, but those are just for fun rather than for showing others.  Margaret and 

her sister Frances did create graphic design posters when they were at the Glasgow School that showed how other artists influenced 

them. One of those artists that they were influenced by was Aubrey Beardsley and his thin, illustrative, ink drawings inspired by the 

Pre-Raphaelite artists.

To me, Macdonald hasn’t been a massive influence, and before researching her I did not even know who she was. Now I know 

about how she impacted her time period era with her skills and her art. Women were not truly given the credit that they deserved 

as artists until about the 1960s and 1970s. Some female artists were accepted, but it was a societal norm for female artists to work 



only in textiles and fiber arts. Society overlooked art made by women when compared to their male counterparts. Macdonald was 

able to surpass these boundaries and become an educated artist. She became known for her work by the public and even created art 

that challenged those stereotypes of gender in the art world. I have found a new appreciation for her impact on art history. Also, I 

have discovered that I like her painting style due to the fact that it is kind of whimsical and truly a part of Art Nouveau. Her work is 

pretty, and I have grown to appreciate it more than I thought.
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